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All that is important about chants and how to use them properly is given in this book. Very often

authors just write chants and told you to visualize goal and for proper use of chants that's is not

enough! But in this book Ginger offers deeper instructions and one will understand how to use

chants and incantations (also prayers, conjurations, evocations...) in complete! Visualization isn't

just 'have clear picture of desire in your mind', but it is more! Also, book is very modern, and that

means (at least for me): wherever you are you can practice these techniques, you can use them in

any situations in life, and with this book one can attain higher understandings of basic wicca

principles in experience, if one puts these simple methods into honest practice. Thanks Ginger for

this precious and interesting work!

As a student of Sociology of Religion, I recently downloaded a copy of Wiccan Chants and

Incantations: Witchcraft for the Solitary Practitioner. I found this book to be very insightful not only

into the ritual form of chanting Wiccanâ€™s practice, but also into the history of song, and chant

within the Wiccan culture. Though I would not consider the book a primary source for the historical

significance of chanting in Wiccan Culture, I would consider it a great source for gaining an

understanding for the purpose of chanting in Wiccan culture as well as for learning and reading a

few of the cultural chants of the Practice. I greatly enjoyed reading this book and would recommend

it to others interested in the subject. In addition, I also appreciated how the book offered weblinks to

additional sources such as music downloads as well as major Wiccan events, this book is an

excellent source for anyone interested in learning more about the culture.

To write my project thesis on the topic of 'Wican Chants', I recently downloaded this book for my

kindle. I thought it would be just about to alleviate stress and promote a peaceful environment. But,

once I finished with it, my opinion has been changed completely. . I found this book to be very

insightful not only into the ritual form of chanting, but into the history and culture of wiccan. The

author has done a great job by giving deep and meaning instructions to each and every Chants on

how to use and understand the purpose of each chanting. , I would consider it a great source for

learning and reading a few of the cultural chants of the Practice. Book is very modern and

incorporated with external weblinks to sources such as music downloads as well as major Wiccan



events. The book is worth appreciating for its simple and easily understandable contents and great

source of knowledge for anyone who is interested in learning more about the Wiccan-chants and

thier culture.

Have you ever heard your parents or someone you know chant? Have you ever thought of learning

some chants to either make yourself motivated or for some mischief? Well, if you've thought about

it, then this book is right for you. Not only there are about 40 useful chants but also tips how to make

your own. Yes, you can make your chants, but read the instructions carefully, so you do not mess

something up. Magic is not something you want to take your chances with.I enjoyed reading this

book for many reasons. The introduction chapters included lots of information for a beginner. And

even if you are not interested in witchcraft the information was still interesting and informative in

many aspects, be it music or culture. I am not too much of a believer but after reading this short

book it sparked interest in me to try some of the chants written in the book. I know that I will be too

lazy to come up with my own ones.

I havnt found a better book that is so easy to understand and work with it. Its very pleasing to read,

the author did a great job!

I personally found the book interesting. I purchased while doing some research on a paper and

project I am working on. The writer shows strong confidence in her writing. I would recommend.

This is a treasure trove of information, you cannot go wrong reading this, you are sure to find

something that will be a great use. Easy to read and understand.

Really loved these chants and the little notes! Really helped me expand my book of shadows. Been

looking for a book like this for a while
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